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Introduction: The Thermal Emission Spectrometer     
(TES; Christensen et al., 2001) onboard the Mars        
Global Surveyor (MGS) acquired thermal infrared      
observations of Mars. In its lifetime, TES has collected         
~206 million infrared spectra. The TES instrument       
obtained systematic spatial coverage of Mars and has        
imaged the martian surface globally several times       
during its operation. The TES data set are a critical for           
understanding mineral or physical property     
distributions at global scales.  

Currently, methods for accessing this dataset are       
limited. One option is the TES Data Tool [2] a web           
form that translates entries to a query but requires         
exhaustive field entries and has a limited data retrieval         
size of 2GB. Another TES database query option is         
Vanilla, an application provided by the TES team        
which provides an interface for reading the binary        
format directly but, like the TES Data Tool, suffers         
poor turn around time for queries and is problematic to          
install and operate. Thus, current means to access the         
TES data set are often inadequate for addressing        
spatially and temporally complex global-scale     
questions related to the geologic history of Mars.        
Examples of such questions include: How has the        
albedo of Mars changed over time and what surface         
properties are correlated with this change?; and Where        
do thermal inertia values vary and on what timescales? 

Since the completion of the MGS mission in 2006,         
new database technologies have emerged that allow       
storage and access to large quantities of data while         
overcoming the limitations of the proprietary TES       
tools. Different types of database systems exist for the         
storage and analysis of large data sets which can be          
broadly summarized into the two categories:      
Structured Query Language (SQL) based Relational      
Database Management Systems (RDBMS) and less      
traditional NoSQL databases. Our goals are twofold.       
First, we seek to select a population of database         
systems that are representative of SQL and NoSQL        
based solutions and benchmark them using the TES        
data set in order to better understand the potential for          
the various database solutions. Second, we seek to        
provide a more accessible data store and interface for         
the TES data to support planetary data analytics. This         
work has applications beyond the TES data set, and         
knowledge gained from this investigation can be       
applied to larger data sets (such as the Kaguya Spectral          
Profiler spot spectrometer, the Thermal Emission      
Imaging System (THEMIS), or the Compact      

Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars     
(CRISM). 

The TES Dataset: The TES instrument consists of        
three different sensors: A Michelson interferometer,      
and separate thermal bolometric and visible      
/near-infrared reflectance channels. Each sensor     
contains six detectors and each detector produces a        
point observation (Christensen et al., 2001). In the        
Planetary Data System (PDS), the data captured by the         
detectors is distributed over eight normalized tables.       
These tables are stored in a non-standard binary format         
with records represented in mixed data types with        
inconsistent element sizes and record lengths.      
Extracting the tables from binary can be done by using          
the aforementioned proprietary tools which do not lend        
themselves well to high throughput data extraction.       
The TES data can be considered to be highly         
dimensional as data collected by the Michelson       
interferometer are composed of 143 radiance values,       
143 brightness temperature values, and ~30 metadata       
entries. 

The Databases: We test three databases for       
high-dimensionality hyperspectral data focusing on     
setup costs, data ingestion costs, and most importantly,        
the ability to efficiently submit basic and complex        
queries. These are a traditional RDBMS      
(PostGreSQL), a document based NoSQL database      
(MongoDB) and a Key-Value store with columnar       
family support (HBase). 

In a traditional SQL-based relational database, data       
is represented as tabular data structures where table        
properties adhere to a predefined logical data model        
(i.e. a schema). The SQL-based systems are most        
advantageous with storing low velocity transactional      
information, or performing queries where predefined      
indices can be largely leveraged. Generally, SQL       
databases offer great vertical scalability (up to the limit         
of available hardware). In a RDBMS, the schema has         
the most significant impact how well the database        
performs.  

NoSQL databases were created to address the       
shortcomings of requiring structured data stores and       
the limits imposed by vertical scalability. Unlike SQL        
databases, NoSQL databases do not require a       
pre-defined schema and are not based on relational        
models. Other characteristics include decentralized     
architectures and focus on horizontal scalability.      
Additionally, NoSQL databases can be partitioned into       
subcategories: key-value based, document based, and      
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column based. In attempting to select a set of that best           
represents the different options available in database       
systems, we selected PostGreSQL [3], MongoDB [4]       
and HBASE [5].  

PostGreSQL with the PostGIS extension is a       
traditional RDBMS for storing spatially enabled data.       
PostGIS offers a powerful tool set for analyzing/using        
spatial data and easily puts PostGreSQL ahead of other         
solutions with the most robust set of spatial        
functionalities. PostGIS is OGC compliant. Therefore,      
by extension, it integrates very well with other OGC         
compliant applications (Geoserver, MapServer, QGIS,     
ArcGIS etc.). PostGreSQL is most efficient on narrow        
tables where queries have small number of parameters        
such as a range query on a single indexed field.          
PostGreSQL also best supports the standard join       
paradigm used for highly normalized schema.  

MongoDB is a popular document based NoSQL        
database which has been recently updated with spatial        
analysis functions and spatial indexing. MongoDB      
provides easy horizontal scalability with built in       
sharding functionality allowing operations to be      
distributed over multiple nodes on commodity      
hardware.  

Apache HBase is key-value pair and columnar       
database inspired by Google Bigtable and sits on top of          
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) which      
effectively makes HBASE a derivative of Bigtable       
which integrates into the Apache MapReduce      
ecosystem. Like PostGreSQL, HBASE has an      
extension allowing for enhanced spatial capabilities,      
GeoMesa.  

Hardware & Deployment: Different database     
systems will have different resource demands.      
PostGreSQL will want a large amount of resources        
(particularly memory) allocated to a single process       
compared to the NoSQL databases which will benefit        
from multiple processes distributed across multiple      
machines with relatively low amount of resources       
allocated per machine. NoSQL databases will benefit       
most from elasticity (adding additional nodes on the        
fly). 

We use the Datacenter Operating System (DC/OS)       
[6], an extra layer of abstraction over CPU, RAM,         
storage and other hardware to behave as a single pool          
of resources and provides containerized services (i.e.       
the databases and supporting processes) an interface       
for resource allocation. The result is on-the-fly       
elasticity and scalability. Furthermore, it enables the       
deployment, analysis and manipulation of     
containerized services. 

We utilize Docker for service containerization.       
Containers are mini virtual machines in that they do         
not emulate a complete operating system. Containers       

only emulate the file system and any necessary        
top-level software and files (dependencies,     
configuration files, source code, etc.) while simply       
using the host OS’s kernel minimizing overhead. A        
particular container represents a micro service that is        
highly portable, reliable and scalable, but more       
importantly, allows us to run multiple processes on the         
same hardware by specifying hardware allocation      
parameters (CPUs, RAM and storage). The atomic       
manageable unit in DC/OS is a container and Docker is          
the most widely used container platform.  

Interface: Interacting with the databases on the       
data center is accomplished through a homogenized       
Python interface utilizing pySpark to interface with an        
containerized Apache Spark, an analytics microservice      
instance. Spark provides fast queries across both SQL        
and NoSQL database systems. On top of pySpark, we         
plan to develop a user friendly API for interacting with          
the TES data. A Jupyter notebook server will be         
provided for convenience. The output from this API        
will be compared to results from Vanilla to test         
validity.  

Results: Our new ingestion program converts the       
TES binary data to an intermediate data structure in         
memory that can be converted to the different database         
systems. For this, we are using a Python approach         
where a Pandas data frame will act as the intermediate          
data structure. The data frames are then inserted to the          
different databases. Currently, we have a PostGreSQL       
and a distributed MongoDB database deployed on a        
DC/OS cluster with 1GB of TES data. 

Conclusion: We plan to stand up 3 different        
database systems most representative of the available       
SQL and NoSQL based options for testing of a new          
datastore for MGS TES data allowing for a more         
accessible tools supporting high throughput data      
analysis on the high-dimensionality hyperspectral data      
set. Along with the higher performance data stores, we         
plan on providing more flexible tools for extracting the         
original dataset into more desirable formats.      
Additionally, we will provide a new Python based        
interface which connects directly to the data stores        
agnostic to the particular database system. Finally, our        
work on benchmarking the different database systems       
is extendable to other missions with significantly       
similar but much larger data sets (e.g. THEMIS and         
CRISM).  
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